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Summary In this article we outline why we decided to do research with children in Bangladesh on
different aspects of poverty and how we conducted this work over a six-month period in 2018. The
research was part of a larger international project examining the many dimensions of poverty with
adults in six countries. Talking about these issues with children requires different methods from
those used with adults. Here, we focus on the challenges of involving children from a background
of deep poverty in a qualitative research project and the way the researchers worked with children
to arrive at their results. We also describe how the research team involved the children not only in
providing information on the dimensions of poverty they experience, but also in analysing this
information. After a brief discussion of the results, we describe plans to involve the participating
children in ongoing advocacy on poverty issues.

Improving our understanding of multidimensional poverty
Since the 1950s, ATD Fourth World's approach has been to try to understand the perspective of
people in extreme poverty. Systems such as education, housing, social services, and employment
usually function well for people at the top or even in the middle but not so well for people who are
experiencing poverty or other challenges. It may be that the system was not designed with their
situations in mind, but the blame for any failure to achieve expected outcomes is often laid on the
people rather than the systems. In order to understand the gap between people's situations and the
systems designed to address those situations, it is critical to see the reality from the perspective of
people who have not been reached or helped.
In line with this approach, ATD Fourth World in partnership with Oxford University, conducted an
international participatory research project called "The Hidden Dimensions of Poverty". The study
took place in six countries: Bangladesh, Bolivia, France, Tanzania, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. From 2016 to 2019, people living in poverty, professionals, and academics worked
together to clarify how they understand poverty and its multidimensional aspects. The goal was to
identify new dimensions of poverty and to explore how they are related. Findings are summarised in
an international report. In four of the six countries, researchers worked with adults only. However,
in Tanzania and Bangladesh, the national research teams added a particularly relevant component to
their contexts: children.

Why the focus on children in Bangladesh?
In Bangladesh, children make up a large percentage of the population, and there is a particularly
high rate of child poverty. According to a United Nations DESA 2019 report, about 44 percent
(around 45 million) of the population are under the age of 15. In addition, there are approximately
30 million young people in the country between the ages of 15 and 24. 1 Experts report that more
than half of the children in Bangladesh live in poverty and experience widespread deprivation in the
basic areas of food, sanitation, and shelter. In addition, opportunities to escape these circumstances
are limited.
For these reasons, the Bangladesh national research team, which was coordinated by MATI, an
NGO based in Mymensingh and focused on rural development, decided to include children in their
study in order to learn about how they too experience and perceive poverty. It seems this was the
first time in Bangladesh that a research project included children as partners in studying dimensions

12019 United Nations DESA: https://population.un.org/wpp/Graphs/DemographicProfiles/Line/50
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of poverty. MATI's work, supported by ATD Fourth World, succeeded in that children did bring to
these issues a different perspective than the adults involved in the larger research study.

Children at MATI school, Huzurikanda

Who were the children participating?
The MATI research team took great care to invite children to participate regardless of their
scholastic achievement or proven leadership ability, in contrast to what is generally the case in
"children's rights" campaigns. First, they identified possible communities on the basis of generalised
poverty and made several visits to each. It was important that the children could be available for
two consecutive days, and that both they and their community understood the project and supported
the research team.
Four groups of children were selected, each from a different location — some rural and some urban,
and representing different racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds, with some facing ethnic
discrimination. Different educational levels were also represented. Some of the children were
involved in child labour activities outside the home. All the participating children came from
backgrounds of extreme poverty and faced a number of challenges in areas such as nutrition and
education. Each group consisted of 8 to 12 children, with boys and girls working together. In three
of the groups, the age range was 10 to 12, and in one group it was 13 or 14.


The Kutupalong Rohingya2 Camp is in Cox's Bazar, a port city known for fishing,
tourism, and its long natural sandy beach, and has been home since 2017 to refugees who
have fled violence in Myanmar. Considered one of the most persecuted minorities in the
world, an estimated 900,000 Rohingya people crossed the border into Bangladesh, forming
one of the world's largest refugee camps. More than half the refugees are children. As the
Rohingya children don't speak Bangla, MATI partnered with a local organisation3 that leads
a learning center in the camp. A limitation due to the context is that none of the refugees are
allowed to leave the camp. As a consequence, the Rohingya children could not participate in

2 The Rohingya people are a stateless ethnic group who reside in Rakhine State, Myanmar. In 2017, over
740,000 fled to Bangladesh.

3 SARPV (Social Assistance and Rehabilitation for the Physically Vulnerable)
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the second phase of the research, which involved combining their findings with those of the
other children's groups and analysing the results.


SK (Surja Kanta) Hospital Slum, in the city of Mymensingh, is located behind the
Mymensingh SK hospital, known locally as the "Diarrhea and Cholera Hospital". This small
community of people from various places in India has existed behind the hospital for 72
years and currently consists of approximately 90 people. Originally from a caste of people
characterised as "untouchable", they are Hindu and speak their native language, Pochima,
not Bangla. The children there are permitted to attend public school, but constant
discrimination and difficulty getting access to private schools (which are supposed to be of
better quality than public education) give them little hope for a better life. The local job
market remains discriminatory against residents of this community for fear of caste bias
among workers.



Milon Night School for child workers4 in Jurain, Dhaka, was the site of the third group.
Child labour is common among the urban poor in Bangladesh, and families often have no
choice but to involve their children in income-generating activities. According to a 2013
survey,5 there are 3.45 million children (5 to 17 years) working in Bangladesh, either in the
economic or domestic sector, often in very hazardous conditions. Working children rarely
attend school or have time for play and other leisure activities. Skipping a day of work
means they are not paid and also run the risk that another child will take their job. For this
reason, children from the Milon Night School were also unable to take part in the second
phase of the research.



MATI School6 is located in Huzurikanda, Sherpur, a remote but densely populated village
like many others in Bangladesh. Nearly all the families who live there are dependent on
agriculture. Eighty percent are either "marginal farmers" who have less than one hectare (2.5
acres) of land, or "day labourers" who have no land at all but work for other farmers when
needed. Seventy percent of the adults cannot read or write at all. Because they must sell the
food they produce, roughly 35 percent are chronically hungry. The lack of affordable
education leads to the prevalence of an extremely conservative patriarchal social structure in
which women are de facto second-class citizens without rights.

Methodology
Four issues made this research study with children uniquely challenging. First, the research team
was working with children from a background of deep poverty. Second, children think things
through differently than adults do and have less familiarity with abstractions or theory. Third, there
were cultural factors that presented obstacles to the children speaking frankly. Fourth, as "coresearchers", the children were asked not only to provide information but also to be involved in
analysing the information that the others provided. Each of these four elements required the
researchers to use some special methods described below.
Avoiding an interview format
Listening to people in poverty is important because they know best what is going on in their lives.
Yet people in poverty find that their thoughts and feelings are often discredited, leading them to a
4Milon Night School program is run by the organisation HOPE'87 Bangladesh:

http://www.findglocal.com/BD/Jurain/588784114633479/School-For-Underprivileged-Children
5 2013 Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics Child Labour Survey:
https://www.ilo.org/ipec/Informationresources/WCMS_IPEC_PUB_28175/lang—en/index.htm]
6This is where MATI has its roots, where its founder, Lenen Rahaman, started to work with two women as
health community workers or paramedics during his semester break in 1997. He lived with a local family for
three months to learn about the problems of the rural poor.
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general distrust and fear of speaking openly. This is especially true with children, who are
particularly vulnerable and often easy to influence. In addition, children often feel they must give
grown-ups the "right" answer. As a result, a formal interview is not the best way to listen or to hear
the truth. Therefore the entire six-country Hidden Dimensions of Poverty study involved careful
information-gathering steps.
Building a relationship of trust
Perhaps the most important element in creating a relationship between the researchers and the
children was that some members of the research team had themselves had direct experience of
poverty. Some had lived in poverty as children or belonged to a group that experiences
discrimination in Bangladesh. This allowed them to interact with the children with a unique
sensitivity to their lives, thoughts, and feelings. In the SK Hospital Slum in Mymensingh and the
village of Huzurikanda, some research facilitators had been NGO activists working with families
there for some time. In work with the Rohingya children in Cox's Bazar and those in Dhaka,
collaborating with staff and volunteers of partner NGOs was critical. Acting as mediators, they
vouched for the trustworthiness of the research team, introducing them carefully and gently and, in
the case of the Rohingya children, serving as translators.
As in any project with children, establishing a relationship needed to involve more than words.
Each session with the children included games and sometimes shared meals to break the ice and to
help the children genuinely feel comfortable with the adults involved.
Before starting the work, the researchers spent a good deal of time explaining the purpose of the
research project and making sure the children really wanted to take part, knowing that this would
mean enrolling in something they never experienced before.
Cultural factors
The research team was careful to take into account cultural factors that might influence the
children's willingness to speak frankly. For example, some girls were shy about speaking out in
front of men. The team made sure there were additional female facilitators on hand who spoke their
native language and could interact with the girls to reassure and encourage them.
Laying the groundwork
The research team tried to make sure the children knew that their honest opinions were valued and
that there were no right or wrong answers like they may find in school. Every opinion or statement
of fact was recorded as having equal importance. For example, a teenage girl in the Rohingya group
drew a picture showing that she could not afford to buy cosmetics. When she described how she felt
about this, she used the words "mentally traumatised". Although this might on the surface appear to
be an exaggeration, the researchers wrote down her words exactly as she spoke them. In later
discussion, others in her group shed light on what she meant by "mental trauma". This accepting,
non-judgemental attitude encouraged the children to speak openly.
Starting with games, not words
A key element of the methodology involved the use of games and other concrete activities such as
drawing or theatre/pantomime to get the children thinking about what life was like for them. It was
important to devote a significant amount of time to these activities. While some children were
comfortable speaking, others needed to express themselves through the activities rather than
directly through words. Often it was these activities that helped identify the most important
elements of real-life experience that later led to identifying the dimensions at the root of the
situation.
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Art/drawing exercise: First the children were asked to draw or paint something to illustrate aspects
of their lives. In what ways did they feel "poor" or how did poverty affect their everyday lives?
What is poverty for them? One child drew a picture of a farmer and said, "This farmer is very poor.
He needs some labourer who can help him in the field, but due to lack of money he has to do
everything alone. There is another person in my drawing. He is going to the forest to collect wood
for fire because he has no money to buy firewood."

Drawing exercise with peer group in Dhaka

Theatre, pantomime, or "living picture" exercise: In this exercise, the children paired off and
developed together a pantomime of a situation, attitude, or particular action related to poverty. Then
each pair performed for the group while the facilitators listened to the children's explanations and
took notes. The pantomimes were sometimes specific events, sometimes more general
characteristics of life. After all the performances, the explanations were discussed with the children
to determine what could be derived from each performance as an element or characteristic situation
in a life of poverty.
In other sessions, each child was invited to talk about their life and their thoughts and feelings. All
statements were recorded on posters around the room.

"Living picture" exercise with peer group in Cox's Bazar Rohingya refugee camp

"Easy side/difficult side" exercise:
5

Another group exercise involved dividing a sheet of poster paper in half with enough room to write
down the children's answers to questions about topics such as family, house, school, work, and
community. In order to start from concrete experiences and avoid influencing what the children
said, the researchers asked them to give examples of positive and negative aspects in each area,
then to explain how the negative aspects might be related to poverty. Below are some examples in
the children's own words.
Family: What are the good/funny times in your family's life? What are difficult times in your
family's life?
"My family members don't hear what I say. My family members do not want to listen to my
words. They always think that my opinion is not important."
"Somehow we escaped to Bangladesh. My father is the only person who could earn money for
the family, but he is ill now. I have five sisters. There is no one in our family who can work
outside and earn some money." (This child lives in a refugee camp that forbids residents to
have a paid job or go outside the camp even for a short period of time.)
"My father is working so hard. There is no one who can help my father. I want to help my
father but my father doesn't want me to work because it is very tough work and it could harm
me."
"The older children do not get clothes at any festival or celebration because they have younger
brothers and sisters. Parents cannot afford new clothes for all of them. In this situation, most of
the time the older ones do not get clothes."
Housing/home: What is nice/good in my house? What is not nice in my house?
"We are many people, but the huts are small. There are five members of our family in one small
hut, which is not enough for us all to sleep."
"We don't own land for a hut. It's painful in my mind. My family and I have to sleep in a rented
house. So a big part of our whole income is spent to pay for the rent."
"I don't like the environment of the hut because my father is always busy with his work. I don't
have a mother and I am alone at home."
School/work: What is easy/difficult in school, at work? What do you like in school, at work? What
do you fear in school, at work?
"I work in a trouser factory. Sometimes I feel tired after work. I don't get to leave my job at the
same time every day. Sometimes I can't come back home in time because of a traffic jam.
That's why I can't get to [night] school on time."
"I feel bad because of misunderstandings in my family. I feel bad when I see one person is
blaming others without reason."
"My older sister did not complete her studies due to lack of money, but she works to help pay
for my younger sister to study. My older sister works as a housekeeper."
"In my school, we have teachers but we need a better teacher to get the best education. After
school, my mind does not want to go to work." (This refers to the quasi-mandatory practice of
after-school tuition.)
"I don't like to quarrel with others in school. I want to study there."
Environment–village–community: What makes life difficult? What makes life easier or fun?
"The slum is very noisy. This is a bad environment for study. Children cannot concentrate on
their study in such a noisy place."
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"The environment is getting damaged by iron and cement. Now people are making buildings
instead of using bamboo, straw, wood, or tin to make houses. People are cutting down the trees
and forest."
"I don't like the noise pollution. In my area, the density of people is very high. Some are
cooking, some are talking loudly, some are playing music, children are screaming, etc. So it is
always noisy. I don't feel comfortable here."
"I don't like to see the broken roads. In my area all the roads are broken. We can't walk through
them; we can't ride a bicycle there. In the rainy session they are under water. Nobody is trying
to repair them."
Country–world: What do I find is good in the world? What do I find is bad/sad in the world? What
is bad about poverty? What is difficult because of poverty?
"I don't like the people who take bribes. In Bangladesh, many people take bribes, which makes
poor people poorer."
"Every year thousands of crops are damaged due to hailstorms. Because of this, farmers are
affected badly; the government does not pay any compensation."

"Easy side/difficult side" exercise with peer group at SK Hospital community in Mymensingh

Analysis: Moving from specific elements of poverty to abstract dimensions
Once the children had engaged in play-like activities as a way to envision what went on in their
day-to-day lives, the research moved into helping the children themselves identify more abstract
dimensions of poverty. However, these abstractions were always built on, and grounded in, the
children's concrete experiences.
To help them keep in mind the elements of poverty they had all described, the researchers had the
children draw these elements on some cards. Then, working in pairs, the children chose two cards
they thought "went together" and presented their pair of characteristic elements of poverty to the
group. The researchers wrote down the children's explanations of why those elements went together
— what they had in common. Then the other children checked to see if their characteristics fit in
some way with those that had just been presented.
Then the researchers put all the characteristic elements the children thought belonged together on
one poster, even if there were only two items. In groups of two or three, the children then prepared a
small pantomime to show what each poster was about. The whole group then discussed the posters
7

to make sure the characteristics fit together, that is, shared something in common. Thinking through
why certain elements fit together led to the naming of a dimension of poverty. Each poster was
given a name or a symbol to indicate the dimension of poverty it represented.

Discussing the dimensions of poverty

It generally required two days to complete these two steps. The facilitators had to work with the
children to make sure they understood, for example, that they should not put characteristics together
simply because they were those of their good friends.
Adults working with children give their perspective
While children worked together, two groups of professionals whose jobs involve working with
children met independently in similar workshops. Based on their experiences, these adults also
defined what they saw as dimensions of child poverty. In the larger Hidden Dimensions of Poverty
study, a third group, academics, also identified dimensions of poverty from their perspective.
However, including the academic perspective on child poverty was not possible in the Bangladesh
research component with children because there are very few national academic experts on this
topic.
Merging of Knowledge
Merging of Knowledge is ATD Fourth World's trademark process of bringing together people from
very different educational, cultural, and socio-economic backgrounds to analyse issues and produce
joint conclusions. Everyone participates on an equal footing and is encouraged to express
themselves freely. This process was used in each of the six countries involved in the Hidden
Dimensions of Poverty research project. With the children in Bangladesh, the Merging of
Knowledge process bought together representatives of the children's group and the professionals'
group, as well as one academic member of the national research team. In a two-day session, they
gathered together elements of each group's perspective on poverty to arrive at a common definition.
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Final session of Merging of Knowledge meetings

Two noteworthy outcomes resulted from this Merging of Knowledge session. First, the children
participated as equal partners and highlighted a new dimension of poverty not revealed by the
adults, professionals, and academics of previous groups: children contributing to the family's
development. One characteristic of this dimension is that, for various reasons, it is hard for children
to get their families to see their concerns or to take their experience and opinions into account.
Second, children have to make sacrifices, such as quitting school, for the benefit of other family or
community members. These sacrifices cause children to feel frustrated, yet are also a source of
pride that gives them a strong sense of identity.
All key elements of the children's experience of poverty were summarised in the following graphic:

More on these findings can be found in MATI's full report on the Hidden Dimensions of Poverty
project in Bangladesh.
More research needed
At the end of the study, researchers felt there had been too little time to work with each group of
children. Because of time constraints, the children had to keep short their descriptions of deeply
buried yet interconnected struggles and pain. Even adults sometimes lack the words to describe
complex situations affecting them. It was a lot to ask of these children.
Ethical concerns, advocacy, and follow up
After MATI completed the final report on the project with both adults and children in Bangladesh,
the research team developed videos and other tools to help disseminate the findings. However, these
tools were all geared to adults. After spending so much time on the project, the children naturally
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wanted to tell other people what they had done and learned together. The team felt strongly that it
was important to work with the children involved to develop tools they, too, could use to talk about
the findings.
To address these concerns, the research team partnered with Tapori,7 ATD Fourth World's
international children's network, to organise a post-research workshop with the children involved in
the research. Over three days, the children wrote four stories they could use to talk about the
dimensions that the final report highlighted.

Reviewing dimensions of poverty identified in children's
research groups

Children develop their stories

The children based these stories on situations taken from one another's stories through a process
involving a collaborative board game and theatre exercises similar to those used in the research
itself, as well as the cards representing their characteristics of poverty (a tool developed in previous
research sessions). The illustrated stories depict in greater depth the interactions among children,
between family members, and within communities or schools. They also highlight ways children
improve certain situations:


"Our Friends the Trees" addresses the ability of children to have a meaningful say in
family development. Available here



"A Loan Story" is about families trapped in debt by "loans" that were supposed to help
them improve their lives. (Work on illustration in progress)



"Is Magic For Real?" shows a child's perspective and feelings regarding the difficulties
she sees her family, school, and friends experiencing. Available here



"Peace Is My Dream!" is about children's need for basic care and protection. (Work on
illustration in progress)

Stories from the children's Bangladesh project will be included in the "Children of Courage" Tapori
Minibook series. ATD Fourth World's Tapori network8 connects children in many countries,
allowing them to exchange similar stories and support one another in various ways. The child
7
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With origins in India, the word "Tapori" carries negative connotations of street gangs and is used to refer to certain
children or young people. Meeting "street children" in India, ATD Fourth World founder Joseph Wresinski noticed
how they took care of one another. He named ATD Fourth World's children's network Tapori to honor the solidarity
he had observed there.

Through its newsletter, campaigns, videos, and other communications, the Tapori network supports groups in many
countries that seek to bring children together to discuss issues and engage in projects for positive change. These
tools also help children who do not experience poverty to understand what children around the world or in their
own communities might be experiencing.
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researchers hope that communicating with other children will bring them important feedback to
continue the dialogue. In this way, the Bangladesh research project fits into the much larger context
of ATD Fourth World's work to empower children and to encourage them to hold on to their dreams
for a better world.

The delegates of various peer groups at the final "Tapori Story" workshop

To know more about the Merging of Knowledge approach or about this process of engaging children, contact
ATD Fourth World in Asia or MATI Bangladesh.
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